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Course platform
comparison guide

FREE GUIDE

There's no one size fits all when it comes to course
platforms! How to find the best fit for you?!

https://yourcoursecreationlab.com/


YOU'VE COME TO THE RIGHT PLACE!

Trying to find the perfect
platform for your course?

YOURCOURSECREATIONLAB.COM

My name is Ieva &
I'm an online course creator.
I work with entrepreneurs and coaches who want to turn
their experience and knowledge into online courses. 

This guide is here to give you a better understanding of various course platforms
and what each of them has to offer!

There isn't one perfect fit...
Instead, start by answering the question - what is non-negotiable for you?

Each platform has its pros and cons. Some have better design features while
others are cheaper... Some have a better user interface while others offer more
content upload options...

Get through this guide with an open mind and be ready to TRY. Without trying
yourself, you will not be able to know for sure that this or the other platform will
work as you hoped it would. 

Through years of course creation experience, I
have tried and tested close to every possible
platform and course software out there. In this
guide, I want to showcase some of the most
viable and popular options to help you in this
decision making!

LEARN MORE
@coursecreationlab

https://yourcoursecreationlab.com/
https://yourcoursecreationlab.com/work-with-me
https://instagram.com/coursecreationlab.com
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Join Your Course Creation
Membership to plan, create & scale

your online course!
LOCK IN YOUR FIRST MONTH

FOR ONLY $11!
This is a special limited-time offer!

https://yourcoursecreationlab.com/
http://yourcoursecreationlab.com/thank-you


Course hosting platforms

Easy to get started with
Free or low-priced
Have all the must-have features

+

+

+

Limited integrations available
Not fully customizable 
Can't host a full website
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Course hosting platforms are course focused and give you all
the must-have features for uploading and selling your course.

This option is ideal if you want to get started fast, you possibly
already have the rest of your business setup done and you
really just want to focus on setting up your courses.

However, if you're looking forward to have it directly connected
with thorough funnel setup, these type of platforms might not
cut it for you, function and integration wise.

My favorite go-to is Teachable. You can get started for free but
their upgrade plans are also affordable. Their user interface is
very modern and highly functional. The platform is easy to use
and it doesn't require any previous knowledge to get started.

Other option to consider would be Thinkific. Both of these
platforms are rather similar and the final decision would depend
on your personal preference.
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All-in-one business platforms

All your business on one platform
Effective & thorough funnels
Sell various offers

+

+

+

More expensive
Bigger learning curve
Requires more strategizing
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All-in-one business platforms are just that - they combine
various functions in one website, therefore, you can manage all
of your business there.

This would include functions like a full website setup, setting up
and selling courses, as well as other digital products and 1:1
offers, email marketing and funnel setup, even communities, etc.

However, the price point of these platforms usually is quite
higher than others and you also need to be way more tech-
averse to effectively set up and manage them.

My favorite go-to is Systeme.io. It's FREE to get started with, the
monthly upgrade is only $27/m and it has all of the must-have
features (and more!)

Kajabi is well-known amongst online coaches but it's very pricey
and hard to manage. Kartra is more budget-friendly compared
to Kajabi but the setup of the platform is slightly oldschool. 
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Wordpress website plugins

Manage on your existing website
Cheaper than most others
Full control over your content

+

+

+

Not as customizable
Harder to manage
User interface is not as thorough
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Wordpress Learning Management System (LMS) or Membership
plugins are also widely popular choices when it comes to course
setup. 

This could be your go-to choice if you're a Wordpress user and
want to manage all of the action through your existing website.

To efficiently set up and manage these plugins, you must have
some previous Wordpress management knowledge. Some of
the plugins are very easy to use while others might require more
of a backend setup.

Some of the most popular plugins are LearnDash and
MemberVault, however, there are plenty of other ones to
consider as well.

The functionality of various plugins can be slightly different, they
vary from very simple to more complicated and you'll have to
do your research and trial & error to find the best fit!
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https://learndash.com/
https://membervault.com/
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What about the other options?
No doubt that there are plenty of other course platforms and LMS,
including SamCart, Thrive and many others.

Many of them can also be very valuable and possibly the perfect fit
for you. However, for the sake of this review, I have mentioned only
some of the most popular and, in my experience, best options for
new course creators.

If you wish to explore other platforms - you can definitely give it a go!

Don't over think this decision!
Many people get stuck in the phase of choosing the best fit and always
postpone the actual course creation process...

IT'S JUST A PLATFORM.

You can always change, move, upgrade, if/when needed.

How to make the best decision?

Do you want to set it up asap and have simple systems in place,
without overthinking the details?
Do you need a fully functional platform that can handle more than
just your course?
Is the full customization important for you? What about design?
And how much are you willing to invest in the process?

Give yourself time to explore, sign up for the free trials where possible
and truly consider what matters the most in your business.
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THE FINISH LINE IS HERE!

YOURCOURSECREATIONLAB.COM

Want to take the leap and make
your course happen?
If you are ready to dive head-first into the course creation
process, you'll find courses, masterclasses and step by
step guides in Your Course Creation Membership.

You can also get on a 1:1 strategy call with me to
find the best path to making your course
happen. The Strategy call will be tailored to your
specific needs and questions. 

@coursecreationlab
Meanwhile, I'll be happy to hear your feedback
about this freebie on Instagram!

I HOPE TO SEE YOU AROUND!

-ieva.
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